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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over @, F be a G-module and let B be an affine 
G-variety, i.e. an affine variety with an algebraic action of G. Then B x F is in a natural way 
a G-vector bundle over B, which we denote by F. (All vector bundles here are algebraic.) 
A G-vector bundle over B is called trivial if it is isomorphic to F for some G-module F. The 
coordinate ring of B is denoted by O(B). Its ring of invariants O(B)G is the coordinate ring of 
the algebraic quotient denoted B//G. There are two outstanding problems which deal with 
G-vector bundles over B and vector bundles over B//G: 
EQUIVARIANT SERRE PROBLEM. Is every G-vector bundle over a G-module B trivial? 
QUOTIENT PROBLEM. Is every vector bundle over the algebraic quotient B/fG trivial when 
B is a G-module? 
Both problems are related to the Serre Conjecture settled by Quillen and Suslin. See 
[ 121. The analog of the Equivariant Serre Problem in the smooth category has been settled 
long ago. In that case every G-vector bundle over a G-module is trivial. That is folklore. 
Quite recently the same result (requiring far more effort) has been established in [S] in the 
analytic category. In the algebraic category, the issue is more complicated since the same 
result is false for some groups. In this paper we show that every G-vector bundle over 
a G-module is trivial when G is abelian. Previously there was no general situation where the 
problem had an affirmative answer. There were however some affirmative results with 
additional restrictions on the G-module, e.g. if G is finite cyclic and the condimension of BG 
in B is one [l 11. See also [3]. 
The success in treating the Equivariant Serre Problem in the abelian case results from 
connecting it with the Quotient Problem. This problem has been settled when G is abelian 
using this result: Every vector bundle over B//G is trivial when B is a G-module and cT(B)~ is 
generated by monomials in O(B). This is a special case of Gubeladze’s result [4] that every 
vector bundle is trivial over a normal affine variety whose coordinate ring is a subring of 
a polynomial ring and is generated by monomials. See Swan [ 143 for an excellent account of 
this result and its generalizations. 
Here are the ingredients which allow us to connect these two problems. We use the fact 
that every G-vector bundle over a G-module B is stably trivial [2]. In fact if E is any 
G-vector bundle over B, there are G-modules F and S (which depend on E) such that 
E@SzF@S (0.1) 
where S is the trivial bundle B x S. For a general affine G-variety B, the set of isomorphism 
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classes of G-vector bundles E over B satisfying (0.1) is denoted by VEC(B, F; S). It contains 
at least one element - the class of F. In [9, lo], the authors show that 
VEC(B, F; S) = sur(F 0 S, S)/aut(F 0 S) (0.2) 
where sur(F 0 S, S) denotes the set of G-vector bundle surjections from F @ S to S and 
aut(F @ S) denotes the group of G-vector bundle automorphisms of F @ S. This group acts 
on sur(F @ S, S) by right multiplication, and the right-hand side of (0.2) is the orbit space. 
In this paper we combine these three results to prove 
THEOREM. VEC(B, F; S) = {F} if B and S are the direct sum of one-dimensional G- 
modules. In particular all G-vector bundles over a G-module are trivial whenever G is abelian. 
To prove this theorem it suffices to take S one-dimensional. Then an induction 
argument on the dimension of B together with (0.2) allows us to associate to each G-vector 
bundle E in VEC(B, F; S) a vector bundle over B//G, which is trivial by the result of 
Gubeladze. Using the triviality of this associated vector bundle and (0.2) again, we show 
that E is trivial. 
Finally we note that the theorem is false for a general G-module B. Indeed there is 
a large class of non-abelian groups for which it is false, e.g. C&9, 131. In fact Knop [6] has 
shown that every reductive group whose connected component of the identity is non- 
abelian has a G-module over which there are non-trivial G-vector bundles. There are also 
finite groups with this property [lo]. Combining the theorem and Knop’s result gives 
COROLLARY. Suppose that G is connected. Then there is a non-trivial G-vector bundle over 
a G-module if and only if G is non-abelian. 
We point out that while the connection between the Equivariant Serre Problem and the 
Quotient Problem is intriguing, it is also misleading. For example, there are cases of G and 
B where there are non-trivial G-vector bundles over B but all vector bundles over B//G are 
trivial. 
1. PRELIMINARYREMARKS 
Given two G-modules T/ and II’, denote by mor(V, W) the G-vector bundle morphisms 
between the trivial bundles V = B x V and W = B x W. Throughout this paper, we denote 
the identity morphism in mor(V, V) by 1. 
Remark 1.1. Remember that there are natural isomorphisms 
mor(V, W) g Hom,(V, O(B) 0 W) 2 (O(B) @I V* @ W)’ 
where Horn, represents the vector space of linear G-homomorphisms between two G- 
modules. The correspondence of the former isomorphism is given @I--+ 4, where 
@(b)(u) = 4(v)(b), for b E B and v E I’. If V and Ware one-dimensional, then mor(V, W) is 
isomorphic to the submodule of semi-invariants in U(B) of weight corresponding to 
V@ w*. 
The isomorphism (0.2) in the introduction is induced by the map which sends an element 
of sur(F @ S, S) to its kernel. If L and L’ are in sur(F 0 S, S), their kernels are isomorphic as 
G-vector bundles if and only if there exists an automorphism A E out(F @ S) such that 
LA = L’. In this case we say that L is equivalent o L’. Denote an element of sur(F 0 S, S) by 
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(CD, T), where @ E mor(F, S) and T E mor(S, S). Since the kernel of (0.1) E sur(F $ S, S) is F, 
the theorem can thus be interpreted to say that any (0, T) E sur(F @ S, S) is equivalent o 
(0, 1). That is, the matrix (Q,, T) can be “completed” to a G-vector bundle automorphism 
of F @ S. 
Remark 1.2. If B is the direct sum of one-dimensional G-modules, then 0(B)’ is 
generated by monomials. This is because of the following. O(B) is a polynomial ring 
generated by semi-invariants Xi, i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose thatfE 0(B)‘. Each monomial in the 
Xi’s which occurs infis a semi-invariant, and its coefficient is unique. By acting onfwith G, 
we see that each monomial is in fact fixed under G. This remark allows us to use the result 
of Gubeladze. 
2. A GENERAL LEMMA 
In the following lemma, let B be a general affine G-variety. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that F” and S are G-modules such that every composition 
S -+ F” + S of G-vector bundle maps is zero. Then for any G-module F’ the map 
VEC(B, F’; S) + VEC(B, F’ @ F”; S) which sends E’ N E’ 0 F” is surjective. 
Proof. Denote F = F’ OF”. By (0.2), any isomorphism class of G-vector bundles in 
VEC(B, F; S) can be represented by the kernel of an element (0, T) E sur(F @ S, S). Denote 
0 = (O’, @“), where @’ E mor(F’, S) and Q” E mor(F”, S). We will show that (CD’, Q”, T) is 
equivalent o (@‘, 0, T). This implies the lemma, since the kernel of (@‘, 0, T) is of the form 
E’ @ F”, where E’ is the kernel of (CD’, T) E sur(F’ @ S, S). 
Since (a, T): F 8 S + S is surjective, there is a splitting (Y, Y): S + F 0 S where 
Y’E mor(S, F) and YE mor(S, S), i.e. @I + TY = 1 (Cl]). Denote Y = (Y’, Y”) where 
Y’ E mor(S, F’) and Y” E mor(S, F”). Since Q”Y” = 0 by hypothesis, the above identity 
reduces to Q’Y’ + TY = 1. Let 
1 Y’Q” 0 
A=0 1 0. 
i i 
0 YO” 1 
It is easy to check that A E aut(F @ S), and that (Q’, Q”, T) = (a’, 0, T)A. 0 
The authors thank G. Schwarz for pointing out an error in an earlier version of this 
section. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let F be an arbitrary G-module and let B and S be the direct sum of one dimensional 
G-modules. We will show that VEC(B, F; S) consists of one element, namely the class of F. 
In other words, for an arbitrary element L of sur(F @ S, S) we produce an automorphism 
A of F @ S such that L = (0, l)A, where (0, 1) denotes the canonical projection F @ S + S. 
The proof is done by induction on the dimension of the base B. 
Suppose that O(B) = @[xl,. . . ,x,1 where xj is a semi-invariant, j = 1, . . . , n. Denote the 
zero set of xj by Xj, which is a G-module of dimension n - 1. First we show using the 
induction hypothesis on n = dim B, that the following claim is valid. 
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CLAIM 1. One can suppose that Llx = (0,l) where X = Uj”= ,Xj. 
Proof of Claim 1. Fix an integer k E (1, . . . , ti>. Suppose that 
Llx, = (0, 1) for 1 <j 6 k - 1. (3.1) 
The induction hypothesis on II implies that there is an automorphism P of (F @ S)lx, such 
that 
-4x, = (0, 1)P. (3.2) 
Let 7c denote the natural projection of B onto Xk. Then n*P = P” is an automorphism of 
F 0 S which extends P. The restriction of F to Xj has the form 
forl,<j<k-I (3.3) 
because p Ix, n xk has this form by (3.1) and (3.2) and R projects Xi onto Xj n Xk. Then 
LF- 1 Ix, = (0, 1) for 1 < j < k by (3.1)-(3.3). S’ mce L is equivalent o LP"- ‘, we can replace 
L by LP”- ‘. By induction on k, the claim is proven. 0 
As remarked in the introduction we may assume that S is one-dimensional. By Lemma 
2.1 we may assume F = @ FE 1 Fi where the Fts are irreducible G-modules such that 
mor(Fi, S) # (0) and mor(S, Fi) # (0). 
Since mor(Fi, S) z HomG(Fi, O(B) @ S) is non-zero and O(B) is the direct sum of one- 
dimensional G-modules, it follows from Schur’s Lemma that Fi is a one-dimensional 
G-module. Therefore an element of mor(Fi, S) or mor(S, Fi) is represented by a semi- 
invariant in O(B) (see Remark 1.1). Similarly an element of mor(S, S) is represented by an 
element of f9(B)G. We do not distinguish notationally between the element of mor and the 
semi-invariant in O(B). 
The element L of sur(F 0 S, S) is of the form 
where 4i E mor(Fi, S), TE mor(S, S) z c!I(B)~, and the m + 1 terms have no common zero. 
Set II = ny= 1 Xj. By Claim 1 we may assume that the &‘s are divisible by TI and T E 1 
mod If. Since the semi-invariant functions of any weight are generated by monomials and 
since mor(S, Fi) # (O}, there is a non-zero monomial $i E mor(S, Fi) for each i. Consider the 
vector with components in O(B)G: 
L’=(41~1,...,4mJ/m, T). 
The coordinates of L’ have no common zero since those of L have no common zero, T = 1 
mod TI and the $is are monomials. This means that L’ is a surjection, and since its 
coordinates are invariant polynominals, its kernel defines a vector bundle over B//G. This 
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vector bundle is trivial by Gubeladze’s Theorem. This means that there is an invertible 
matrix A’ with entries in O(B)’ such that L’ = (0, l)A’, that is, the last row of A’ is L’. 
Let Q be the matrix obtained from A’ by deleting its last row and column. 
CLAIM 2. For any positive integer N, one can suppose that all the off-diagonal terms of 
Q are divisible by l-IN. 
Proofof Claim 2. Since T - 1 mod II, we may assume that the off-diagonal terms in the 
last column of A’ are divisible by II by adding multiples of the last row to the rows above. 
Thus the restriction of Q to X is an invertible matrix 0 with entries in 6(X)‘. We will first 
show that & extends to an invertible matrix with entries in U(B)‘. As in Claim 1, this is 
achieved with an induction argument. Fix an integer k E (1, . . . , n}, and suppose that the 
restriction of 0 to Y,_, = u;r: Xj extends to an invertible matrix Qkml with entries in 
I$‘@?)~. We will show that the restriction to Y, also extends. Note that the restriction of 
QQ;I1 to Y, extends if and only if that of 0 does. Therefore we may assume that & restricts 
to 1 on Y, _ 1. Now let Qk = J$Q, where R& is the composition of the natural projection of 
B onto Xk and the inclusion of Xk into X. Then Qk restricts to 0 on Xk by definition, and it 
restricts to 1 on Xj,j = 1, . . . , k - 1, since QIX,nX, = 1. Thus by induction on k, Q extends to 
an invertible matrix Q’ with entries in 0(B)‘. By replacing A’ with 
the claim holds for N = 1. The result for a general N follows easily by performing row 
operations which fix the last row on A’. 0 
Choose N large enough such that @i divides IIN for each i. Consider the endomorphism 
A:F@S + F@S defined by 
A = diag($,, . . . . I,+,,,, 1). A’*diag(ll/;‘, . . . . +;‘, 1) 
One easily sees that the entries of A are in O(B), by Claim 2 above. The determinant of A is 
the same as that of A’, so it is a non-zero constant. Thus AE aut(F @ S). Since L = 
(0, 1) A as is easily checked, this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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